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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION TO PAPER

In 2002. the number of Limited English Proficiency (LEP) students in the United
States had nearly doubled during the past decade (Peterson, 2002). There were "more
than 4.4 million LEP children in public schools in the United States," (Peterson, 2002,
para. 6) and this accounted for nearly 10 % of the total enrollment. Today, in 2007, the
U.S. Department of Education (2006) estimates that there are over 5.4 million LEP
students in public schools; and, by the year 2025 one in every four students will be
limited in their English proficiency. With the increasing number of students learning
English as a second language, comes new challenges for improving curriculum and
instruction to meet their needs. More LEP students than ever before need English as a
Second Language (ESL) teachers committed to excellence. Integrating excellence in
classroom instruction entails adapting learning materials for students who are limited in
their English proficiency. These students may need differentiated reading material to
keep them engaged in the reading process. It is imperative that English Language
Learners (ELL's) become engaged and excited about reading in English because this
helps build positive attitudes about their education. ELL's who possess positive attitudes
about reading are more likely to build a solid educational foundation and continue in their
educational pursuits.
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Statement of the Problem
Among the many challenges teachers face in secondary level ESL classrooms,
stimulating reading excitement is arguably among the most complicated and challenging
tasks. Reading has been identified as a procedure that is both a skill and a behavior
(Carter, 2000). Carter describes reading as a combination of knowing how to read and
having the desire to do so. According to Au (2002), teachers who work with diverse
students always ask "How can I motivate my students to read?" (p. 80). During silent
reading activities students are often seen wasting time by getting up and retrieving
another book, or performing other non-reading tasks. Many seem unwilling to read a
book from cover to cover (Au, 2002). Clearly, there is a problem regarding reading
enjoyment in many second language learners. Only through a clear understanding of
factors affecting reading enjoyment will we find possible solutions to this challenging
dilemma.

Purpose
The purpose of this paper is to examine how ESL teachers can stimulate reading
excitement in secondary level English language learners. The current research about
factors which affect reading enjoyment in secondary level English language learners will
also be discussed. These factors include elements in reading instruction, attitudes toward
reading, readability of text, interest level in literature, and availability of meaningful
literature. Current research regarding applications that can be used in classrooms will also
be reviewed, such as reading models and reading strategies. Based on the results of this
research, suggestions will be presented regarding literature that can be used in secondary
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level ESL classrooms to help stimulate excitement in reading and to make reading more
meaningful for the students.

Methodology
Many electronic databases were used to obtain research for this paper and include
the following: Academic Search Premier, Education Full Text, ERIC, Education: A Sage
Full-Text Collection, Story Finder, Wilson Web, and Wilson Mega Omnifile. A variety
of descriptors were used to perform searches and include English language learners,
English as a second language, second language learners, second language, ELL, ESL,
ESOL, TESOL, and TESL. The above descriptors were used with secondary descriptors
to narrow the search results. Some secondary descriptors include reading, literature, text
selection, excitement and reading, secondary and reading, secondary level, adolescence
and reading, motivation and reading, high school and reading, and reading strategies. The
publication dates of 2000 to the present were used to further narrow the research.

Limitations of the Study
This study is limited to research findings which encompass ELL's in the
secondary level educational setting. In my study I will consider major research from the
past five years and will extend beyond five years if I deem it relevant to the topic. The
literature resource list, located in the appendix, is limited to the author's ELL classrooms
and that of a colleague at Shakopee Senior High School in Shakopee, Minnesota,
research results in electronic databases and publicized reading lists on the internet.
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Definitions of the Terms
Diverse students or students of diverse backgrounds. This term refers to students who
differ in ethnicity from mainstream students; mainly in language and social class (Au,

2002).
ELL. ELL is an acronym that stands for English language learner and is used to
describe a person learning the English language as a second or third language. In
Minnesota, ELL's are those students who are "non-native speakers of English and score
significantly below the average of their peers on a nationally normed standardized test for
English" (Minnesota Department of Children, Families & Learning, 2002, p. 3).
ESL. ESL is an acronym that stands for English as a second language and refers to
"all programs specifically designed for ELL's, including pull-out models, newcomer
models, team-teaching, sheltered instruction, and bilingual education...we have also used
ESL as an adjective for those teachers who are certified in teaching ELL and working in
any type of program specifically designed for ELL" (Minnesota Department ot Children,
Families & Learning, 2002, p. 3).
L I . LI is an acronym that stands for the first language a person has acquired.
L2. L2 is an acronym that stands for the new language a person has acquired, or is
acquiring.
Language Proficiency. Language proficiency refers to the degree of skill a person has
in either reading, writing, or speaking the language (Piatt & Richards, 1992).
LEP. LEP is an acronym that stands for limited English proficient and refers to a
student who has limited ability in speaking, reading, writing, or understanding the
English language, and whose native language is a language other than English. This also
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includes students who lack the necessary English skills to participate fully in classes
taught in English (Minnesota Department of Children, Families & Learning, 2002). Some
states such as Minnesota also use test scores, from tests such as the Test of Emerging
Academic English (TEAE), as a benchmark for determining if students are LEP.
Native Language. The term native language refers to the first language a person has
acquired
Reading Strategy. A reading strategy refers to any teaching method used by a teacher
to help students read more proficiently.
Secondary Level. Secondary level refers to ESL students who are in grades 9-12, and
between the ages of 14-21.

Organization
This paper contains four chapters. Chapter 1 includes the background, the
statement of the problem, the purpose of the paper, the methodology, the limitations, and
the definitions of the paper. Chapter 2 reviews the literature related to factors which
contribute to Second Language (L2) reading enjoyment. Chapter 3 reviews classroom
applications that can be used to help stimulate reading excitement in LEP students such
as reading strategies and reading models. Chapter 4 suggests conclusions and
implications of the study. Finally, the appendixes include resource lists of literature
teachers can use in the classroom to stimulate excitement about reading in secondary
level English language learners.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW

Teachers often face the difficult task of encouraging ELL's to read in the
secondary level classrooms. Not only is it difficult to urge some ELL students to read, but
it is difficult to stimulate excitement about reading. According to authors Bamford and
Day (1998), "students learning to read a second language, do not read and they do not
like reading" (p. 4). A major concern in ESL classrooms is trying to uncover the
obstacles that hinder students' reading enjoyment. Factors that affect reading enjoyment
in secondary level ELL students include the following: elements in reading instruction,
attitudes toward reading, readability of text, interest level in literature, and the availability
of meaningful literature.

Elements in Reading Instruction

According to the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development
(NICHD, 2000) there are several foundational elements of reading instruction that need
to be included in reading instruction to ensure a well rounded reading education, and
August and Shanahan (2006) stressed that these reading elements have "clear benefits for
language minority students" (p. 3). The elements include the following: text
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comprehension, phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency,

and vocabulary (NICHD, 2000).

These five elements are the foundations of reading instruction. It is essential that
educators learn and understand the basic elements of reading to ensure that diverse
learners' reading levels will increase. If students continue to have low reading levels,
they may also develop low reading satisfaction. Therefore, it is essential that the five
elements suggested by the NICHD (2000) be incorporated into reading instruction. It
should also be noted that the five elements be used in conjunction with other reading
techniques; as individually they do not make up a complete reading program (NICHD,
2000).

Text Comprehension
Reading comprehension is defined as "intentional thinking during which meaning
is constructed through interactions between text and reader" (Harris & Hodges, as cited in
NICHD, Text comprehension section, para. 1, 2000). According to a 1999 study, there
are 14 million students in the United States who come from homes where English is not
the primary language (August & Shanahan, 2006). Of these students, only 18.7% of them
"scored above the state-established norm for reading comprehension" (Kindler, as cited
in August & Shanahan, 2006, p. 1). In perspective, that means 81.3% of second language
learners are at or below the state's defined average reading comprehension level. Another
study, reported in 2005, supported this research and indicates that two-thirds of 12lhgrade students read at less than the proficient levels (National Institute for Literacy, n.d,
Adolescence section, para. 1). Reading comprehension affects a student's ability to
participate in American schools and consequently affects their ability to understand text
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books and interpret literature accurately (August & Shanahan, 2006). There is a direct
correlation between reading comprehension and reading enjoyment. Low reading
comprehension levels can lead to learner frustration and dissatisfaction with reading.
Students who have high levels of reading satisfaction also reportedly have high levels of
reading comprehension.

Phonemic Awareness
Instruction in phonemic awareness (PA) can be defined as "teaching children to
focus on and manipulate phonemes in spoken syllables and words" (NICHD, 2000,
Phonemic Awareness Section, para. 1). It is important to keep in mind that students can
be taught to manipulate phonemes in spoken syllables without corresponding the sound to
a letter. After reviewing 52 research studies regarding phonemic awareness, the
NICHHD concluded that teaching students to "manipulate phonemes in words was highly
effective.. .across a range of grade and age levels and that teaching phonemic awareness
to children significantly improves their reading more than instruction that lacks any
attention to PA" (2000, Phonemic awareness section, para. 1). Phonemic awareness has
also been shown not only to help improve reading skills, but spelling skills as well
(NICHD. 2000).

Phonics
Instruction in phonics "is a way of teaching reading that stresses the acquisition of
letter-sound correspondence and their use in reading and spelling" (NICHD, 2000,
Phonics section, para. 1). This type of instruction helps readers by teaching them how
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"letters are linked to sounds to form letter-sound correspondences and spelling patterns
and to help them learn how to apply this knowledge in their reading" (NICHD, 2000,
Phonics section, para. 1). The National Reading Panel research (2000) found that this
type of instruction helped older children who struggled with reading by helping them
decode, spell words, and read text orally. However, phonics instruction with older
children did not "significantly" improve their text comprehension (NICHD, 2000,
Phonics section, para. 1). This fact further enhances the point that all reading instruction
should be integrated into other instruction, and not taught in isolation.

Fluency
Reading fluency can be defined as "'the ability to read connected text rapidly,
smoothly, effortlessly, and automatically with little conscious attention to the mechanics
of reading, such as decoding" (NICHD, 2000, p. 284). When students struggle with
decoding, their reading enjoyment falters. It may also take much longer to read a single
sentence, in turn, making it challenging to finish a book from cover to cover. According
to the NICHD (2000), readers must be fluent in order to comprehend the text. According
to the National Institute for Literacy (NIFL, 2005), poor readers put forth much effort
into reading the text fluently and less effort into actually understanding the meaning of
what is being read. In contrast, fluent readers focus more on the meaning of the text and
less on putting the sentences together fluently. Reading fluency levels can help define the
difference between a strong reader and a poor reader and is an essential part of the five
elements of reading instruction. Fluency is also important for ESL teachers to
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comprehend because the NIFL (2002) suggests that fluency continues to develop through
the adolescent years.

Vocabulary
Vocabulary instruction has been identified as aiding readers since 1924 (National
Institute of Child Health and Human Development, 2000). As early as the 1940s, some
described reading comprehension as consisting of two skills, "word knowledge or
vocabulary, and reasoning in reading (Davis, as cited in Evidence-based Reading, 2002,
p. 101). According to the NICHD, "growth in reading power means continuous growth in
word knowledge" (2000, Vocabulary section, para. 1). Although the report indicates that
quality vocabulary instruction improves reading comprehension, some argue that it is
difficult to prove if teaching vocabulary improves reading comprehension. The argument
lies in the fact that "vocabulary is learned both directly and indirectly" ("Evidencebased", 2002, p. 101). Students learn vocabulary from other sources besides reading, such
as listening to others talk, speaking to others, writing, and from decoding words by sight.
Vocabulary instruction is an important element of reading instruction and educators need
to be aware of the different types of vocabulary in order to better help the ELL students.
The five different types of vocabulary are identified in the following table as listening
vocabulary, speaking vocabulary, reading vocabulary, writing vocabulary, and sight
vocabulary. ("Evidenced-based", 2002).
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Table I

Types of Vocabulaiy
Types of vocabulary

Definition

Listening vocabulary

The words used when speaking

Speaking vocabulary

The words used when speaking

Reading vocabulary

The words needed to understand what is read

Writing vocabulary

The words used in writing

Sight vocabulary

Those words that can be identified without explicit
decoding during reading

August and Shanahan (2006) argue that with second language learners, regardless of the
varieties of reading instructions used, vocabulary and background knowledge should be
"targeted intensively throughout the entire sequence" (pp. 4-5). Furthermore, the NIFL
(2002) reported that the reading success of bilinguals can be improved upon through the
learned awareness of cognates. Learning cognates helps improve the L2 students'
vocabulary base.

Students' Attitudes Toward Reading
Students' attitudes regarding education can be cultivated from a variety of factors,
including their cultural background and their social interactions. These factors can affect
how students value education in general and how they view the importance of gaining
strong reading skills. According to Au (2002), diverse students' are at an even greater
risk for performing below their peers in reading assessments. Au maintained that at-risk

Au defines diverse students as those who differ from the mainstream population in ethnicity, primary
language, and social class.
1
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readers continue to increase as the number of diverse students entering our school system
increase.

Cultural and Social Aspects
Two factors that contribute to low reading levels are cultural background and
social interaction. Au stated that "our perceptions are shaped by our interactions with
those around us, often the members of our cultural group. People may see the world
differently, in part because of their interaction within one cultural group rather than
another" (2002, p.79). Some students may not value reading in general because their
social and cultural group may not value education. In turn, diverse students may have
indifferent attitudes regarding reading. According to investigators August and Shanahan
(2006), one way to improve classroom literacy development is to bridge the gap between
home and school reading activities. August and Shanahan further suggest that improving
home literacy patterns can "enhance students' engagement, motivation, and participation
in classroom instruction...which consequently improves literacy achievement or
development" (p. 7). If teachers can promote and help sustain home reading programs
with parents, students' attitudes about reading can improve. Other cultural and social
aspects of a child's life such as features of family life, domestic workload, and religious
activities also influence the value students place on reading (August & Shanahan, 2006,
p. 7). To help diverse students, "teachers must understand how they can successfully
teach reading to students of diverse backgrounds, especially when they may be starting
out with little knowledge of the communities their students come from" (Au, 2002, p.
79).
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Correlation to Literacy and the Home Environment
Many students may feel that their reading practice is over once walking out of the
school doors. However, if students want to continually improve their reading levels, they
must read at home as well. Parents play a key role in helping students read at home.
Several studies report that students who have parents that take an active role in their
education will perform better academically (Albom, Li, & Rodriguez-Brown, 1999 &
Cassity & Harris, 2000). The studies suggested that schools help students' families start
family literacy programs where the parent is actively involved in the child's reading
progress (Albom et al., 1999). Albom et al. researched a group of Hispanic families and
their children for two years. After completing the family literacy project, the Albom et al.
study found that families had "richer literary knowledge and skills, more literary practice,
and had a better understanding of their roles in children's education by the end of year
two" (p. 52). Parents of L2 students can play a positive role in the education of their
students. As the studies reveal, an L2 learner's home environment can have a great
impact on reading success.

Readability of Text
Readability can be considered the reader's ability to comprehend the text.
Researcher DuBay (2004) stated that Dale and Chad's definition of readability, first
introduced in 1949, may be the most comprehensive definition of readability and stated:
The sum total (including all the interactions) of all those elements within a given
piece of printed material that affect the success a group of readers have with it.
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The success is the extent to which they understand it, read it at an optimal speed,
and find it interesting (p. 3)
It is important for educators to understand how the readability of texts contributes to the
ELL students' enjoyment of reading. If ELL students do not understand texts, they are
less likely to enjoy reading. Spadorcia (2005) stated that "struggling readers are more
likely to put forth the effort needed to benefit from the remedial literacy instruction if
books available for guided and independent reading are both interesting and of
appropriate difficulty" (p. 38). Educators must be aware of the readability levels of their
students and understand how to calculate the readability of a text to make the reading
experience more meaningful to students.

Calculating Readability
Educators can calculate the readability of texts using five key readability formulas
which are supported by the National Institute For Literacy (2005). The five readability
formulas are the Dale-Chall formula, the Flesch-Kincaid readability formula, the Fry
readability graph, the Gunning-Fog index, and the SMOG readability formula.

Dale-Chall Formula. The Dale-Chall (1948) formula considers the average
number of words per sentence when analyzing text for readability. To calculate, one must
add up the total number of words in a text and divide this by the number of sentences in a
text. Next, one must compute the percentage of difficult words. First, divide the number
of difficult words by the total number of words, and multiply by I00. The result of the
computations is the raw score ranging from 4.9 through 10 and above. Each raw score is
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equivalent to a grade level, or a text readability level. For example, a seore of 10.0 and
above would compute to a grade level of college graduate and beyond.

The Flesch-Kincaid Readability Formula. The Flesch-Kincaid readability formula
is based on the number of words, syllables, and sentences in the text (N1FL, 2005). This
formula computes a score and a grade level for the text. The Flesch-Kincaid readability
formula is available as a tool in Microsoft Word and Microsoft Word Perfect.

The Fty Readability Graph. The Fry readability Graph can be used with material
that is not in the electronic form and analyzes 100-word passages (NIFL, 2005). One
must count the number of sentences and the number of syllables and plot the numbers on
a graph. The result of this computation will result in a grade level of the text.

The Gunning-Fog Index. The Gunning-Fog index uses word length and sentence
length in computations. This formula takes into account hard words, which are defined as
those with more than two syllables (NIFL, 2005). One must add the average sentence
length to the percentage of hard words and multiply the sum by .4. The result will be
equivalent to a grade level, or readability level.

The SMOG Readability Formula. The SMOG readability formula is similar to the
Flesch-Kincaid formula that is available on Microsoft computer programs. The SMOG
formula is available on the internet for use and calculates the total number of difficult
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words per sentence to determine a grade level for the text (N1FL, 2005). The SMOG
defines difficult words as words with three or more syllables.

Interest Level in Literature

Students' readiness to read is also affected by their interest level in literature
(Combs, 2004). Deciding on what types of literature will pique students' interest, may be
one of the most crucial steps in helping students become excited about reading. Teacherselected literature is not always the best choice to stimulate excitement in reading for
secondary level second language learners. When students select their own literature, they
become more interested in the reading, hence leading to reading enjoyment. According to
some researchers, "a high quality and balanced literature curriculum is vital to creating
this inviting classroom community" (Fauber, Gibbons & Stallworth, 2006, para.l). The
NIFL (2002) also agrees that the "quality and diversity" of literature affects adolescents'
motivation to read (para. 25). Furthermore, the research indicates that secondary level
students have fewer opportunities to make decisions about literature materials than
elementary students (NIFL, 2002). During adolescence, when reading motivation can
decline, it is even more important to give students opportunities to make their own text
selections.
Teachers can give students power in reading by letting them select different
literary genres and topics. For example, one teacher found that giving students the
freedom to choose, along with pre-reading instruction, moved the students from being
passive learners to active learners (Jago, 2002). When helping students decide on
different texts, teachers should present students with a variety of genres and topics to
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choose from. Educators should also he aware that struggling readers should not be limited
to low level texts. Many students can "read material well beyond" the measured
"instructional level" if they are interested in the topic and motivated to read (Reading
Rockets, 2005a, Teachers who tap into students' interests section, para. 1). The following
sections highlight suggestions for student-generated and teacher-generated genre and text
selection. See appendix for a literature resource list.

Genre Selection
Educators should be aware of genres that stimulate different levels of excitement
in secondary readers such as picture books, comics, poetry, plays, short stories, novels,
fiction, and non-fiction. According to Hadaway, Vardell and Young (2006), the
classroom literature selection should be just as diverse as the students that inhabit them.
Furthermore, Hadaway et. al. (2006) states that English language learners need to be
exposed to a variety of writing styles and text organization. The exposure to a wide
assortment of literature genres aids in students' opportunities to learn English in a variety
of ways. The following genres can be beneficial to all students learning a second
language: picture books, comics, graphic novels, poetry, plays, short stories, novels,
fiction, and non-fiction.

Picture Books. Picture books can be a stimulating choice for beginning and
intermediate secondary readers alike. Pictures books use both text and illustrations to
convey meaning in a story. According to author Giorgis (1999), picture books make
significant, positive, and long-lasting impressions on students and should not be
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discounted from literature lists. It is important that teachers hold the books up during
read-alouds so that students can see the pictures. Secondary level students enjoy picture
books and are stimulated by the artistic style and technique. More and more artists
continue to create elaborate artwork for picture books which appeal to secondary level
students. Picture books should be considered in the literature selection process as a way
to stimulate excitement about reading and for teachers to show their excitement about
reading during picture book read-alouds.

Comics. Comics can be a motivational way for students to read less text
embedded literature. Comics can also be used as a scaffolding technique as a bridge to
more text embedded literature in the future. According to teachers interviewed, comics
are a way to show reluctant readers that reading can be fun (Rich, 2006). Another teacher
interviewed said that "comic books can spark that imagination and create the foundation
for a love of reading" (Rich, 2006, p.2) Clearly, there are benefits to including this genre
in classroom curriculum to help create excitement about reading.

Graphic Novels. Graphic novels can be an alternative way to stimulate reading
excitement in secondary level English language learners. According to Thompson (2007),
graphic novels can help motivate students to read because they are so popular.
Furthermore, Thompson (2007) says that this genre is appealing to struggling readers
because it is less threatening and the pictures offer additional support for the reader.
Since the gain in popularity of this genre in recent years, there are more selections to
choose from than ever before. Graphic novels can be found in a wide range of topics, and
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appeal to all ages and reading levels. Due to the benefits of graphic novels, this genre
should be considered by educators when developing curriculum for secondary level L2
learners.

Poetry. Poetry can be a tremendous benefit to English language learners because
it is fun to read, and helps enhance reading skills. According to Hadaway, Vardell, &
Young (2001), reading poetry in the classroom promotes reading and speaking fluency
when used in choral reading exercises, appears more manageable to students due to the
short lines, and is more easily decipherable due to the rhyme and repetition. When poetry
is read aloud to second language learners, it can also help improve their pronunciation,
vocabulary, and comprehension of the English language (Hadaway et al., 2001). One
study reveals students' criteria for a good poem as:
1. be readable in less than three minutes, be easy for the listeners to understand
2. be something the chooser likes very much
3. use language appropriate for a school setting
4. can cause listeners to think
5. cause listeners to want to hear the poem again or read it for themselves" (Jago,
2002, p. 21)
Poetry should be considered by educators as a useful language learning tool and should
also be recommended to students as well.

Plays. Plays can be a motivational way for students to express themselves through
reading when teachers couple this genre with reading strategies such as read-alouds or
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reader's theater. Teacher Kelin (National Education Association, 2006) says the English
language learners in his classes "use the English language in a purposeful new way" and
grow confident in themselves by reading plays aloud (p. 31). Many plays also have
intriguing themes that English language learners are motivated to read. Teacher
Straughan (1996) said her ELL students were so excited about reading Shakespeare they
were asking her "When can we read Romeo and Juliet?" (p. 52). Straughan (1996)
reported that her students were more enthusiastic about reading Romeo and Juliet than
any other literature piece they read that year. Accomplishing reading a play by
Shakespeare can be a great motivator for ELL's. Students can feel a sense of
accomplishment after reading Shakespeare and this genre should be included in the ESL
literary classroom curriculum.

Short Stories. Short stories have been identified as being one of the most favored
genres among second language learners (Nikzad-Kaloorazi, Pourgiv & Sadighi, 2003).
When asked why they like short stories students responded that "it's easy to finish short
stories and there is often something definite to understand" (Pourgiv et al., 2003, p. 470).
There are some features that can make short stories more difficult to understand such as
deciphering the role of the narrator, interpreting the author's intended message, and
understanding vocabulary usage (Pourgiv et al., 2003, p. 470).

Novels. Novels may be one of the most widely utilized and most popular forms of
texts in a literature-based classroom. In one case, ESL students involved in a literature
based ESL program actually outperformed the mainstream students in a state-wide
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assessment. According to the ESL teacher of the program, the key to success is choosing
interesting stories to keep students motivated (Gonzales, 1996). The ESL teacher said
"Our stories relate to real-life situations. The stories maintain their interest" (Gonzales,
1996, p. 27). Novels are clearly an asset to enhancing a second language learners reading
ability and at the same time maintaining interest levels with topics applicable to real life.

Fiction. Fiction books can come in a wide variety of forms, such as picture books
and novels, and prove to have stimulating effects on L2 readers if selected appropriately
(Hadaway et al., 2006). Appropriate fiction literature should have a direct linear plot, and
clear and concrete language (Hadaway et al., 2006). Fiction literature which includes
flashbacks or colloquial expressions can be difficult for L2 readers to comprehend and
absorb (Hadaway et al., 2006). Fiction in any form should always include meaningful
content as described in Topic Selection.

Non-Fiction. There are also different genres that appeal differently to males and
females. For example, according to one article, boys are particularly drawn towards nonfiction titles that match their interests and hobbies (Reading Rockets, 2005a). Non-fiction
should not be solely presented to boys over girls, however; if a teacher is struggling to
find literature that appeals to male students, non-fiction may be a good place to start.
Non-fiction literature that relays human experiences, such as immigration or isolation,
also appeals to many ELL readers. When selecting non-fiction literature for the
classroom, educators should always find pieces that appeal to students' cultural
backgrounds, interests, or hobbies.
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Topic Selection
It is also crucial that students read about topics that interest them. According to
one study, secondary ESL students relate hest to literature that is relatable to their lives
(Champion, 1993). Hadaway et al. (2006) reports that English learners enjoy reading
about themes such as fitting in. being different, moving or adjusting, separating from
family, or seeking one's place in the world. While stories that evolve from students'
cultures are appealing (Hadaway et al., 2006), educators should be aware that students of
diverse backgrounds do not always want to read about topics that discuss or demonstrate
cultural issues. In fact, the following passage illustrates what one study revealed about
secondary level second language students' attitudes about literature selection:
Students had little interest in discussing cultural, ethnic, and language difference
and similarities but were gravely concerned about discussing issues about
explored similarities and differences in beliefs concerning the reason for
existence, the point of learning, the mystery of the brain, the subjects dictated for
study, the range of human emotion, and the quality of life (Champion, 1993,
Concerns adolescents have about themselves section, para. 2)
This study also revealed that students are interested in topics that include isolation,
alienation, mortality, consequences of personal choices, existence, and man's fallibility
(Champion, 1993). Also revealing, are the students' comments that reading literature
which include these defined topics helped them "face and understand the fact that people
from all cultures had suffered and overcome many obstacles before they experienced
personal transformation and, finally, fulfillment or peace" (Champion, 1993, A strong
literature program section, para. 3).
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The research findings are important to note because although culturally diverse
literature is beneficial to all secondary level students, it should not be the main topical
focal point. Educators should instead help students select literature that centers on
"shared human experiences,, (Champion, 1993, Concerns adolescents have about
themselves section, para. 2). Author DeBlase (2003) stated that "students are autonomous
individuals who are not completely determined by the culture within which they
live.. .but they are not completely free from the dominant ideologies that shape that
culture" (p. 322). Keeping this in mind, educators must balance the literature selection
that is culturally stimulating, as well as emotionally stimulating.

Availability of Meaningful Literature

It is important for school media centers and public libraries to contain meaningful
literature that will stimulate students and enhance their reading levels (Hadaway et al..,
2006). Student must have access to literature that will stimulate their excitement about
reading so they continue to develop into independent readers. Students must also have
adequate access to the facilities so they can utilize their services.

School Libraries and Classroom Libraries
It is essential that the school media center and the classroom libraries are stocked
with books that are meaningful to L2 readers. According to Hadaway et al.(2006) school
and classroom libraries can play an "integral" part in the L2 acquisition process because
"access to books has been shown to encourage frequent reading" (p. 734). Furthermore,
studies indicate that students who are in classrooms with libraries read 50% more books

than students who do not have aecess to hooks in the classroom (Hadaway et al., 2006).
Since L2 learners need practice reading in their new language to become successful, it
may be even more important for educators to make sure these students have aecess to
meaningful literature in the classroom libraries, and in the school libraries.
It is important for teachers to work with media professionals to ensure that
meaningful literature is placed on the school library shelves. Teachers can suggest books
that they feel will enhance student learning and stimulate excitement. Teachers can also
work with schools to access books during the summer for students who are
disadvantaged, and loan classroom books to student over the summer to ensure they have
meaningful literature to read over the break.

Public Library Selection
If students do not have access to books, or meaningful books, they have no chance
to read and improve their reading levels. According to one source, low income families
are especially at risk for losing ground during the summer months, when they have no
access to books (Reading Rockets, 2005b). One study indicates that "summer reading
loss is one factor contributing to achievement gap between more and less economically
advantaged students (Reading Rockets, 2005b, para. 4). Therefore, it is necessary to work
with local families to ensure they understand the procedures at the local library so their
children do not miss a whole summer of reading.
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CHAPTER III
CLASSROOM APPLICATIONS

Chapter II discussed the current factors that affect ELL reading enjoyment at the
secondary level such as elements in reading instruction, students' attitudes toward
reading, readability of text, interest level in literature, and availability of meaningful
literature. Chapter III discusses classroom applications educators can utilize to help
stimulate excitement in reading, such as various reading models and reading strategies.

Reading Models and Reading Strategies in the Classroom
There are many reading models and reading strategies teachers can incorporate
into the classroom to make reading more enjoyable, and more meaningful. Reading
strategies implemented in the classroom can stimulate excitement about reading while
simultaneously improving reading levels. According to the NIFL (2002), reading levels
of secondary level students can improve when teachers use reading strategies that
promote reading practice. Some reading instructional strategies and models proven to be
successful are choral reading, corrective reading, LANGUAGE! Model, literature circles,
readers' theater, sustained silent reading, text sets, and timed reading. The
aforementioned reading models and strategies can be used by educators to improve
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students' literature appreciation, reading fluency, reading acquisition, reading habits,
diction, vocabulary, motivation, concentration, and overall reading enjoyment.

Choral Reading
Choral reading is a type of reading strategy that can be used in secondary level
ELL classrooms to stimulate student motivation. During this reading strategy, student
read texts aloud as a group. This is a low-anxiety level strategy because all students are
able to read without the pressure of peers listening specifically to them. McCauley and
McCauley (1992) say that choral reading can help the L2 student because it provides a
low-anxiety level environment, repeated practice, comprehensible input, and drama; all
of which are factors that affect a students' language acquisition.

Corrective Reading
The corrective reading model was designed particularly for older non-reading or
struggling readers and is beneficial to second language students as well (NIFL, 2002).
This program implements explicit instruction including the following three parts:
decoding program, comprehension program, and reasoning and writing. According to the
NIFL (2002), this reading model is a "direct instruction program that has over 30 years of
data indicating that it can be used to accelerate the reading acquisition of older students
with reading problems" (p. 12). Clearly, educators should be aware of this reading model
as a way to help their struggling secondary level L2 learner.
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LANGUAGE! Model
The LANGUAGE! reading model implements a literacy intervention curriculum
for 4-12 grade English language learner programs. This model is organized into three
levels, containing 18 units, and lasts approximately one year. The model teaches students
the structure of language, word meanings, followed by reading instruction. According to
the NIFL (2002), the LANGUAGE! model has been used successfully with L2 learners
and has been proven to increase reading comprehension and reading levels.

Literature Circles
During literature circles, students discuss literature with peers and teachers in a
school setting by asking questions, answering questions and relaying their thoughts.
According to Kim (2004), the integration of this reading strategy into L2 classrooms is
beneficial because students can develop communicative competency while experiencing
the benefits of "enjoyable" reading (p. 162). Kim (2004) also states that during
discussions, L2 students are able to relay comments about their culture, and learn about
peers' culture as well.

Readers' Theater
Readers' theater is a reading strategy proven to help students increase reading
fluency, oral reading expression, and reading motivation. During readers' theater,
students read authentic text aloud, repeatedly, in a group setting. Students may read the
text aloud individually, in small groups, or in large groups. While reading, students work
on conveying meaning to an audience. According to researchers Casey and Chamberlain
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(2006), readers' theater improves students' reading fluency and gives them transferable
skills they can use in reading other unfamiliar text during guided reading or independent
reading. Readers' theater proves to be an effective reading strategy teachers should
incorporate into the second language classroom.

Sustained Silent Reading
According to the NIFL (2007), silent reading comprehension "is the end result of
the reading process and is what happens when all of the components (word analysis,
word recognition, fluency, word meaning, and background knowledge) interact
successfully" (para. 1). Silent reading is beneficial because it allows the reader to select
and read a literature genre or topic of their choice, not the teacher-selected choice. Silent
reading is an influential way to build reading fluency in L2 readers; and, continued
practice in silent reading can produce successful, independent readers.

Text Sets
During a text set activity, students are placed into reading groups with others who
have varied reading levels. Every student in the group reads a book about the same topic,
such as rabbits. However, text sets are unique in that each student in the group reads a
book at their own reading level. When educators utilize text sets in their classroom, they
can encourage all readers to participate in reading discussions and reading activities,
regardless of their reading level. Text sets activities are especially helpful in a second
language classroom when students are at varying English proficiency rates. Optiz (1998)
suggests the following considerations when preparing for a text set activity in the
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classroom: identify the topic, identify students' achievement levels, locate books with
varying reading g difficulty levels, determine group size, and organize groups for
accessible teacher interaction.

Timed Reading
In the timed reading strategy, students are given a text to read while the teacher
monitors the reading speed. The goal of this strategy is to improve reading speed and
fluency through reading practice. Browning (2003) states that this strategy is especially
important to L2 learners because it can help them read at a faster fluency, thus allowing
them to keep up academically with native speaking peers. Timed reading can also help
L2 learners develop their own personal reading strategies to increase reading speed, such
as reading in broad phrases, skipping inessential words, guessing from content, and
continuing to read through difficult passages (Browning, 2003).

The chart below details a list of reading models and strategies, characteristics of
the strategies, and the benefits of the strategies.
Table II

Reading Models/Strategies
Reading
Model/Strategy
Choral Reading

Characteristics

Benefits

Reference

Students read text orally while
making use of different voice
combinations or sounds. This is a
low-anxiety level activity in
which all students can participate.

•

Improves
appreciation of
literature

McCauley and
McCauley (1992)

•

Improves diction

•

Increases reading
interest

•

Improves self
confidence
Expands
vocabulary

•
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Corrective
Reading

LANGUAGE!
Model

Literature
Circles

Readers'
Theater

Sustained Silent
Reading

Students are placed into reading
groups with varying levels. This
program implements explicit
instruction including the
following three parts: decoding
program, comprehension
program, and reasoning and
writing.
This model implements a literacy
intervention curriculum for
English Language Learner
programs, grades 4-12. This
model is organized into three
levels, containing eighteen units,
and lasts approximately one year.
The model teaches students the
structure of language, word
meanings, followed by reading
instruction.
Students discuss literature with
peers in a school setting. Students
ask questions, answer questions
and relay their thoughts.

•

Accelerates the
reading acquisition
of older students
with reading
problems

National Institute For
Literacy (2002)

•

Increases reading
growth
Increases reading
fluency

National Institute For
Literacy (2002)

•

Increases
awareness in
literary themes

Kim(2004)

•

Gained perspective
about oneself

•

Increases
awareness about
other cultures and
the world around
them

Students read authentic text aloud
in a group setting. Students
practice reading text repeatedly
while working on conveying
meaning to an audience.

•

Improves reading
fluency

•

Improves oral
reading expression

•

Improves
motivation to read

Students read silently in a
designated time period at school.

•

Increases
vocabulary
knowledge

•

Improves reading
skills
Develops positive
attitudes toward
reading

•

•

Text Sets

Students are placed into reading
groups with others who have
varied reading levels. Every
student in the group reads a book
about the same topic but each
student reads a book at their
reading level.

•

Cultivates better
reading habits

•

Allows students to
read books from
the start

•

Students of varying
proficiency levels
can be grouped
together

•

Increases students'
confidence levels

Casey and
Chamberlain (2006)

Chow and Chou
(2000)

Opitz (1998)
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Timed Reading

Students are given a set amount of
time to read a text passage and are
timed while they read. The object
is to improve reading times with
practice.

•
•

Reading speed
increases
Better
concentration leads
to better
comprehension

•

Academic grades
rise

•

Increases reading
enjoyment

Browning (2003)

ESL Educators should implement reading strategies and reading models based on
students' learning needs and English proficiency levels. One reading strategy, such as
timed reading, may not be suitable for beginning level L2 learners. The timed reading
strategy is intended to enhance fluency,

not as a strategy that will aid learners reading

English for the first time. Reading strategies may also be used in combination with one
another. A teacher may wish to use the sustained silent reading strategy with literature
circles. In this combination, students can read their text silently before discussing it with
peers. Whatever combination the educator chooses, they must select the reading strategy
that will best support their students' reading needs.
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

Chapter IV discusses the conclusions of my research, and implications for the
results of my research, including implications for further research.

Conclusions
The results of the research indicate that there are several foundational elements of
reading that need to be included in reading instruction to ensure a well rounded reading
education. A reader must be instructed and competent in the following elemental skills to
be a successful reader: text comprehension, phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency, and
vocabulary (NICHD, 2000). Without competency in the aforementioned reading
elements, students can become disengaged in the reading process and consequently lack
the motivation to read.
The research also points to key factors which contribute to stimulating excitement
about reading in secondary level ELL students; and they are students' attitudes toward
reading, the readability of text, the interest level in literature, and the availability of
meaningful literature. While students' attitudes toward reading can be influenced by the
home environment and cultural background (August & Shanahan, 2006), studies show
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that positive interaction between the school and home can result in positive
reading growth and academic success. Research indicates that bilingual literacy
programs, initiated by educators, can have lasting positive effects on students' and
parents' attitudes about reading (Rodriguez-Brown, Li, & Albom, 1999, Cassity &
Harris, 2000).
Researchers also agree that text readability plays an important role in ELL
students' excitement toward reading. Spadorcia (2005) states that "struggling readers are
more likely to put forth the effort needed to benefit from the remedial literacy instruction
if books available for guided and independent reading are both interesting and of
appropriate difficulty" (p. 38). Educators must also know how to calculate text
readability. The National Institute For Literacy (2005) supports the following five
readability formulas: the Dale-Chall formula, the Flesch-Kincaid readability formula, the
Fry readability graph, the Gunning-Fog index, and the SMOG readability formula.
Researchers also support the belief that secondary level ELL readers must be
interested in a text to be stimulated to read it (NIFL, 2002, Fauber, Gibbons & Stallworth,
2006, Combs, 2004). Several studies offer multiple suggestions regarding literature
selection but all come to consensus that literature should be diverse in content and diverse
in genre selection (Hadaway, Vardell & Young, 2006, Giorgis, 1999, Rich, 2006,
Thompson, 2007, National Education Association, 2006, Pourgiv, Sadighi, & Nikzad
Kaloorazi, 2003, Gonzales, 1996, Champion, 1993). The researchers also suggest that the
following literature topics stimulate excitement about reading: shared human experiences,
fitting in, being different, moving, separating from family, isolation, mortality, and man's
fallibility. Research points to several different literature genres as being successful with
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second language learners and a consensus was not made on one genre as being superior
over another. The following are all suggested genres for ELL secondary readers: picture
books, comics, graphic novels, poetry, plays, short stories, novels, fiction, and nonfiction.
Research also suggests that the availability of meaningful literature in the public,
school, and classroom libraries also plays a key role in stimulating excitement about
reading (Hadaway et al., 2006). Research also supports the theory that ELL students need
practice reading in their new language to become successful, and it may be even more
important for educators to make sure these students have access to meaningful literature
in the classroom libraries, and in the school libraries. It is important for librarians to work
with classroom teachers to ensure students have access to meaningful literature
throughout the year.

Implications

While thorough research has been performed on primary and elementary
age literacy, less research has been completed on secondary level students' literacy.
Furthermore, even less research has been performed regarding literacy on non-native
English speakers at the secondary level. While research from the National Institute for
Literacy has performed recent studies about secondary level students' literacy issues,
little research has been commissioned regarding the ELL population. Some research
mentions that ELL's were part of the research; however, in order to fully equate the value
of the research and whether it is applicable to ELL's, independent studies must be
performed specifically on the ELL population to obtain the most accurate results. Due to
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the lack of abundant research specifically regarding secondary level (non-adult level and
non-elementary level) English language learners and literacy, I felt obligated to use some
literacy research pertaining to elementary and adult level learners as a resource for a
portion of this research.
I recommend further research be performed on the relationship of
availability of meaningful literature has to the success of the secondary level English
language learner. Research should be performed about how to bridge the gap between
ELL students and the public, school, and classroom libraries. I suggest a study be
performed on how librarians can broaden the selection of books to include meaningful
literature to ELL students, as well as bridging the communication gap of how to obtain
meaningful literature during the school year and summer breaks.
I also recommend that a research study be commissioned to investigate
how the adolescent literacy studies already performed by the National Institute For
Literacy, pertains to the LEP reader population. Further investigation should be
performed separately on the LEP secondary level population to determine the most
accurate results from the research.
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APPENDIX I
RESOURCE LIST: PICTURE BOOKS
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Picture Books

•

Never Say Macbeth, By Sheila Front

•

Hoops, By Robert Burleigh

•

In Flanders Fields: The Story of the Poem By John McCrae, By Linda Granfield

•

Seven Brave Women, By Betsy Hearne

•

Wilma Unlimited: How Wilma Rudolph Became the World's Fastest Woman, By
Kathleen Krull

•

The Librarian Who Measured Earth, By Kathryn Lasky

•

The Bobbin Girl, By Emily Arnold McCully

•

Passage To Freedom: The Sugihara Story, By Ken Mochizuki

•

Harlem, By Walter Dean Myers

•

Pink and Say, By Patricia Polacco

•

Smoky Mountain Rose, By Alan Schroeder

•

Leonardo DaVinci, By Diane Stanley

•

The House That Crack Built, By Clark Taylor

•

Faithful Elephants, By Yukio Tsuchiya

•

The Wreck of the Zephyr, By Chris Van Allsburg

•

Space Travelers, By Margaret Wild

•

Grandma Essie's Covered Wagon, By David Williams

•

White Wave: A Chinese Tale, By Diane Wolkstein

APPENDIX II
RESOURCE LIST: COMICS

Comics

•

The Arrival, By Shaun Tan

•

Word Squad, By Dark Horse Comics

•

Owly: Helping Hands, By Andy Runton

•

Ow ly: Breakin ' the Ice, By Andy Runton

•

Owly: Splashin 'Around, By Andy Runton

•

Archie Comics, By Archie Comics Entertainment

•

The Titans, By DC Comics

•

Batman Gotham Knights, By DC Comics

•

Strangers in Paradise, By Abstract Studios

•

Dork Tower, By Dork Storm

•

Too Much Coffee Man, By Adhesive Comics

•

Weirdsville, By Blindwolf Comics

•

Magna Comics from Japan

A P P E N D I X III
RESOURCE LIST: GRAPHIC NOVELS
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Graphic Novels

•

Chaucer's Canterbury Tales, Retold By Marcia Williams

•

The Adventures of Robin Hood, Retold By Marcia Williams

•

Charles Dickens and Friends, Retold By Marcia Williams

•

The Iliad, Retold By Marcia Williams

•

The Odyssey, Retold By Marcia Williams

•

King Arthur and the Knights of the Round Table, Retold By Marcia Williams

•

Hooray for Inventors!, By Marcia Williams

•

Garage Band, By Gipi, Translated By Spectrum

•

Ruse, By Cross Generation Comics

•

Meridian, By Cross Generation Comics

•

To Dance, By Siena Cherson Siegel

•

Fax From Sarajeco: A Story of Survival, By Joe Rubert

•

Mans: A Survivor's Tale, By Art Spiegelman

•

Fallout, By Jim Ottaviani

•

300, By Frank Miller

•

Dignifying Science, By Jim Ottaviani

•

Carton History of the Universe I, By Larry Gonick

•

Cartoon History of the Universe II, By Larry Gonick

•

Cartoon History of the Universe III, By Larry Gonick

•

Cartoon History of the United States, By Larry Gonick

•

Cartoon Guide to the Computer, By Larry Gonick

•

Owly: The Way Home, By Andy Runton

APPENDIX IV
RESOURCE LIST: POETRY
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Poetry
•

Cool Salsa: Bilingual Poems on Being Young and Latino in the United States,
Edited By Lori Marie Carlson

•

Red Hot Salsa: Bilingual Poems on Being Young and Latino in the United States,
Edited By Lori Marie Carlson

•

You Hear Me? Poems and Writing by Teenage Boys, Edited By Betsy Franco

•

Things I Have to Tell You: Poems and Writing by Teenage Girls, Edited By Betsy
Franco

•

When the Italians Came to My Home Town, By Thom Tammaro

•

"Ode to Family Photographs," By Gary Soto

•

"1 Know Why The Caged Bird Sings," By Maya Angelou

•

"Still I Rise," By Maya Angelou

•

"Phenomenal Woman," By Maya Angelou

•

"In White America," By Lucille Clifton

•

"We Real Cool," By Gwendolyn Brooks

•

"The Chimney-Sweeper," By William Blake

•

"Annabel Lee," By Edgar Allan Poe

•

"The Yachts," By William Carlos Williams

•

"The Daffodils," By William Wordsworth

•

"Expect Nothing," By Alice Walker

•

"Flick Webb Ex-Basketball Player," By John Updike

•

"Winter," By William Shakespeare

•

"Mother To Son," By Langston Hughes
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•

"Harlem," By Langston Hughes

•

"Stopping By The Woods on a Snowy Evening," Robert Frost

•

"We Wear the Mask " By Paul Laurence Dunbar

•

"Some Keep the Sabbath," By Emily Dickinson

•

"Fame is a Fickle Food," By Emily Dickinson

•

Poems published in the magazine Teen Ink, or on the website http://teenmk.com/

APPENDIX V
RESOURCE LIST: PLAYS

Romeo and Juliet. By William Shakespeare
Hamlet, By William Shakespeare
Ten Plays for the ESL/EFL Classroom, By Gary Carkin
Ten More Plays for the ESL/EFL Classroom, By Gary Carkin
English in Three Acts. By Richard Via
The Magic of Drama: An Oral Performance Activity Book, By Alexis Gerard
Finger
Mighty Mini-Plays for the ESL Classroom : 12 Short Humorous Plays for
Intermediate Level, By Patti Lozano.

APPENDIX VI
RESOURCE LIST: SHORT STORIES
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Short Stories

•

American Eyes: New Asian-American Short Stories for Young Adults., Edited By
Lori Carlson

•

Growing Up Asian American: Stories of Childhood. Adolescence, Coming of Age
in America From the 1800's to the 1990's, Edited By Maria Hong and William
Moirow

•

The Colors of Freedom: Immigrant Stories, By Janet Bode

•

An Island Like You, Judith Ortiz Cofer

•

Crazy Loco, By David Rice

•

Great Short Stories for Listening-Speaking: Easy-Reading Adaptations, By David
Christiansen

•

All American Stories, By C.G. Draper

•

Beginning Stories from the Heart, By Ronna Magy

•

Stories from the Heart, By Ronna Magy

•

Teen Stories, By Kamla Koch, Linda Mrowicki, and Arlene Ruttenberg

•

Personal Stories: A Series for Adults Who Are Beginning to Read, By Kamla
Koch. Linda Mrowicki, and Arlene Ruttenberg

APPENDIX VII
RESOURCE LIST: NOVELS

Novels

•

The House on Mango Street, By Sandra Cisneros

•

Border Crossing, By Maria Colleen Cruz

•

How the Garcia Girls Lost Their Accents, By Julia Alvarez

•

The Journal of Wong Ming-Chung: A Chinese Miner, By Laurence Yep

•

Dragonwings, By Laurence Yep

•

The Star-fisher, By Laurence Yep

•

Shizuko's Daughter, By Kyoko Mori

•

Saying Goodbye, By Marie Lee

•

A Step Form Heaven, By An Na

•

Fresh Girl, By Jaira Placide

•

Help Wanted, By Gary Soto

•

Pacific Crossing, By Gary Soto

•

Always Running, By Luis Rodriguez

•

Joy Luck Club, By Amy Tan

•

Flight To Freedom, By Ana Veciana-Suarez

•

Death Wind, By William Bell

•

So Hard to Say, By Alex Sanchez

•

Toning the Sweep, By Angela Johnson

«

The Woman Who Watches the World, By Linda Hogan

•

Hatchet, By Gary Paulsen

•

Night, By Ellie Wiesel

APPENDIX VIII
RESOURCE LIST: INTERNET RESOURCES
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Internet Resources

•

http://comicsintheclassroom.net — This website has a variety ot information about
the use of comics in the classroom, including inks to lesson plans and online
comics.

•

www.teachingcomics.org - This website is supported by the National Association
of Comics Art Educators and offers support for using comics in the classroom.

•

http://www.andyrunton.com/comics.html - This website olfers links to the online

Owly silent comic series by Andy Runton. The silent comic series can be used to
develop writing skills.
•

http://makebeliefscomix.com - This website otters templates tor students to create
their own comics using the computer.

•

http://www.readwritethink.org/materials/comic/index.html - This website offers a
template to help students create their own comic using the computer.

•

http://www .archiecomics.com/podcasts/ - This website, created by Archie
comics, offers daily podcasts of comics intended for ESL students. Comics are
also available in Spanish.

•

http://www.dramainelt.org - The website offers lesson plans, resources, and
publications related to use of drama in English language teaching.

•

http://www .hbook.com/resources/ - This website is hosted by The Horn Book,
Inc. and offers recommended book lists for a variety of ages and levels.

•

http://teenink.com/ - This website is hosted by the magazine Teen Ink and
provides links to poems and stories written by teens.

